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PIN & PEG
Creative organizing
and decorating.
just create.
www.rayher.com

Your new all-rounder.
In the future, keeping order will not only be fun, it will also look good!
With our trendy Pin & Peg boards and their matching accessories - you can organize, store and
decorate.
These creative all-rounders can be equipped with various elements and can be designed according to your taste, extended or redecorated at any time. Whether for herb pots and cooking
utensils in the kitchen, homemade jewellery and other trinkets in the bedroom or as useful accessory in the hallway with baskets, pots, hooks, slats, clamps and mirrors - you can simply turn
it into your very own personal board. Nothing gets lost here anymore! Colourful or monochrome,
imprinted, in its natural state or painted with your favourite colour, glaze & Co. - it becomes even
more individual! For any purpose, any room, for the whole family! And if you need even more
order in your life, you can easily combine several boards together.
From now on:
Present pretty things in an even prettier way, store practical things in an even more practical way.

All you have to do is...
Choose your favourite board (1) and your favourite support brackets (2) and off you
go! Now you can choose different storage options (3) and embellish your board with
further accessories (4).
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Re-organize yourself!
Cleaning up & cleaning out – pure minimalism, the reference to the
essential reflects the current zeitgeist. Dive with your new Pin & Peg
board into the current trend and solve, at the same time, your everyday
storage problems.
With our new system, order becomes a creative hobby.
Whether in the hallway, living room, bedroom, kitchen or hobby room
- in no time at all - keys, remote control, jewellery, wooden spoon and
handicraft materials find a new place with an open and clear view.
The natural, black and gold colourings as well as the materials such as
wood, metal and leatherette allow numerous combination possibilities.
From now on: mix & match! Thus, your individual board becomes an
eyecatcher in a flash or adapts to room conditions.

Make your home even more beautiful!
Never look for your remote control again... With Pin & Peg, put
everything you need for a feel-good day on the sofa close to you. Pictures, vases, candles, books - in combination with our Extreme Sheen
paints and trendy templates, your everyday objects will become instantly decorative highlights.

↑ 25 179 616

In the bedroom, your new board emphasizes your shiny jewellery and
makes it easy for you to find the right piece to match your outfit.

↑ 83 035 576 + 62 868 505

↑ 25 189 576

↑ 25 178 616

↑ 25 188 576

↑ 25 180 616 + 25 178 616

↑ 25 187 576

Learning to tidy-up
An eye-catcher in the children's room - not only for the little
DIY enthusiasts! In addition to the creative materials, toys,
bags and favourite animals also find their place in the little
baskets and on the hooks. Depending on their age, the little
ones can design their board all by themselves or get some
help from mum and dad.

Organizing ability
As of now, you will find your work material at first sight and working with yarn, wool or paper
becomes even more fun. Turn your sewing or tinkering retreat into a creative paradise in a jiffy!

Hello Home Office!

Spiced up with a touch of monochrome and a bit of Scandinavian decor, our Pin &
Peg boards get a great desk appearance. This keeps the creative chaos clearly organized and the modern look is perfectly suited to the better half.

Kitchen party
Herb pots, spices and
cookware - design your
kitchen board the way you
like it to suit you and your
kitchen! You need a spot
for the basil in a pot? Then
extend it! Your favourite
cereal is still seeking
its place? On your new
board – there’s room for
everything!
Our tip:
With our glazes, you can
match the colour of your
board to your interior in
next to no time.

↑ 25 188 576

↑ 25 184 616 + 25 193 576

Your style, your board!
Let’s save time in the morning! Because now everything that needs
to be at hand is stored on your Pin & Peg board. How about a board
for each family member? Ideally, made by themselves and customized to meet their needs.

↑ 25 179 616 + 25 169 616 + 25 185 616

↑ 25 185 616 + 83 035 538 + 62 869 505

For all purposes
Wardrobe belongs to the past - with the Pin & Peg boards, your most important togs find their
place in summer as well as in winter. Thanks to the versatility of these boards, there is a perfect storage possibility for each accessory – little baskets, hooks or slats: Here we go!

↑ 62 866 505

PIN & PEG
Starter pack
Our starter pack contains
everything you need for your
first Pin & Peg board - perfect for you or as a gift!

↑ 62 878 000

↑ 62 867 505

Die Rayher’s PIN & PEG-products can be found at our main retailers,
in well-assorted craft stores or directly at our online shop.

www.rayher.com

You will find material specifications and instructions on our homepage.
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